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CONTEXTUALIZATION

People with intellectual and developmental disabilities: the
prevalence of crime is 10 times higher in Spain.

The judicial and police procedures are complex. Leads to
defenselessness, re-victimisation and fear to report.

The main cognitive barrier is the written information about rights.

Gender violence: Low reporting rates directly related wih cognitive
barriers.



THE FIRST STEPS

In 2018, a public-private partnership between
Spanish National Police and Easy Reading
Institute has been established to start an
important project: “Easy Reading police
documentation for vulnerable people”.



Easy Reading police documentation for 

vulnerable people

With this project the victims can have reports of rights and other 
police documentation in an easy read format.

The person can understand autonomously, and regardless of their 
cognitive ability, what their rights are as a victim of crime in such a 

critical situation. 



ENTITIES INVOLVED

The Family and Women Attention Units (UFAM) are the Spanish
National Police Units specialised in the fight against gender, domestic
and sexual violence. There are 173 UFAM’s in Spain with tasks of
prevention and investigation of crimes and protection of victims.

The Easy Read Institute (ILF) is a social organization that defends the
right of all people to understand the information that surrounds us.



MAIN OBJECTIVES

Prevention and reduction of secondary victimization of the domestic,
gender-based and sexual violence crimes victims.

Considering the needs of the victim

Consider the victim as an active part of the process

Making police documentation available to people with disabilities in
Easy Read format:

Encourages vulnerable victims to report to the police.

Generate more confidence on the police.

Reduces the fear of facing such revictimizing processes.

Facilitate victims' access to justice and police services.



Easy Reading Official logo

It is a method that applies a set of 

guidelines related to the writing of texts, the 

design and layout of documents, and the 

validation of their comprehensibility, aimed 

at making the information accessible to 

people with reading comprehension 

difficulties

THE TECHNIQUE USED: EASY READING



TO ALL 
PEOPLE

The easy reading is aimed at all 
citizens, but has a special impact on 

vulnerable groups

Users with difficulty in reading

comprehension. (People with low

literacy, limited culture or social

problems; Children up to fourth

year of basic education)

People with intellectual disabilities

People with mental and behavioral

illnesses and disorders

Users with language

developmental difficulties due to

hearing impairment

WHO IS FOR?



Easy reading as a support resource

The Criminal Procedure Law of Spain regulates that crimes victims who 
do not speak or understand Spanish will have the right to free 
translation to understand their rights as victims.

And if the person is Spanish and still does not 

understand the rights that assist them as a 

victim of crime? What translator assists you?
But…

The easy reading act as translator for 

people who understand the language 

but still have cognitive barriers of 

comprehension



HOW IS IT DONE?

The Family and Women 

Attention Units

Easy

Reading

Institute



ADAPTATION AND DESIGN

Easy

Reading

Institute

The UNE Standard 153101:2018 EX 

Easy Reading

Guidelines and recommendations for 

the preparation of documents

Easy Reading



ADAPTATION AND DESIGN

FOR THE ADAPTATION OF POLICE DOCUMENTATION TO EASY READING, 

WE USE OUR EYE TRACKING SYSTEMS FOR SCIENTIFIC ANALYSIS OF 

READING COMPREHENSION TO IDENTIFY COGNITIVE BARRIERS. IN THIS 

WAY WE CAN ACHIEVE PROVEN AND GUARANTEED RESULTS.



COGNITIVE VALIDATION

Representatives of the 

cognitive validation team of 

people with intelectual 

disabilities.
Professional training course for people 

with intellectual disabilities who want to 

be cognitive validators



TECHNICAL VALIDATION

Team of Phd Professors from the Pablo Olavide 

University. Group of technical validation.



GUARANTEED EVALUATION PROCESSES

The resulting documentation undergoes several processes of 

legal, cognitive and technical validation, so that an evaluation is 

already implicit in the production process itself.



ADAPTED POLICE DOCUMENTATION

 Crime victim rights information act

 Victim Act of violent or sexual crimes

 Gender Victim Act

 Victim act of human trafficking

 Act victim of terrorism

 Act of information of rights for foreigners

 Rights Information Act for an adult detained

 Information Act of Rights for an Investigated Adult

 Act of information on the rights of a detained minor

 Act of information on the rights of a investigated minor

 Act of information on the custody of the detained person

 Protection order for victims of gender violence

 Act of rights reported for mild crime

 Act offering actions for mild crime

 Act for the collection of DNA samples from the victim

 Act of taking DNA samples from the person arrested in the crime investigated



LEGAL BASIS



LESSON LEARNED

The existence of this police documentation in easy-to-read format
needs to be better publicised among the police services.

We need to keep promoting the autonomy of the victims so that they
do not need the accompaniment of family members or caregivers,
who in many cases are the perpetrators of the crimes themselves and
on whom they are emotionally dependent.

We have to improve digital access to these police reports so it is
planned to incorporate this documentation directly into the police
report database so that it can be obtained automatically.



LESSON LEARNED

Adaptations of police reports have already been made for
perpetrators of crimes. Recent studies have determined the need to
act in this area as well. Studies determine that prior to the
commission of the crime, only 51% of people with intellectual
disabilities deprived of liberty had a certificate proving their disability,
which means that they have gone unnoticed by all protection
systems, including the police .



BENEFITS OF THE PROJECT

Offering cognitively accessible services increases citizen satisfaction,
decreases the complexity of administrative procedures and it
increases the efficiency of human resources.

This initiative allows the National Police to lead a public innovation
strategy by introducing accessibility criteria in the design of police
services.

The easy-to-read work process represents an important measure of
social inclusion for all the validators who perceive how their
participation in these projects provides public value.



FUTURE CHALLENGES

EVALUATION OF THE RESOURCES IMPLEMENTED AND THE DEGREE OF 
ACHIEVEMENT OF THE OBJECTIVES THROUGH THE ANALYSIS OF THE 

RESULTS

ADAPTATION OF THE UFAM WEBSITE TO EASY READING

TRAINING COURSES FOR NEW POLICE OFFICERS FROM UFAM 
SPECIALIZED UNITS TO TEACH THEM HOW TO USE THESE 

ACCESSIBILITY RESOURCES

TRAINING VIDEOS WITH PRACTICES OF

POLICE ATTENTION TO PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES



CONCLUSION

COGNITIVE ACCESSIBILITY IS NO LONGER AN OPTION BUT AN 
OBLIGATION OF STATES. 

THE POLICE AND THE REST OF LEGAL OPERATORS HAVE THE 
OBLIGATION FACILITATE COMMUNICATION, ESPECIALLY WHEN IT 
CONCERNS VULNERABLE VICTIMS, SUCH AS PEOPLE WITH AN 
INTELLECTUAL DISABILITIES. 



Thank you!!


